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Dignity of Labour – An Antidote for Corruption?
A boy selling lottery tickets approached me on a holiday. As I am not 

in the habit of buying them, I tried to turn him away; at the same time, I 
asked him  how much profit he would get for selling a ticket. “Ten rupees”, 
he said. I offered him that money, which he politely refused, telling that 
he doesn't take such free money from any sympathiser. This time I was at 
the receiving end - learning a great lesson from a small kid, on dignity of 
labour - not willing to be a beggar and refusing reward for a job not done. 
Enviable gesture!

What the country needs is dirtier fingernails and cleaner minds 
-Will Rogers

Government employees are paid salaries from tax-payers' money for 
the services they are expected to do for the public. But our country is 
now mired in a condition of rampant corruption everywhere.  To avail 
any rightful service as a citizen, one has to fork out huge sums of speed 
money to 'babus' right from peon to man at the helm of affairs. Of course, 
there are 'gems' among them who responsibly render services to all.  
Kudos to that rare breed! 

 A recent unhealthy trend seen is that corruption has become gender 
neutral. The traditional assumption that women will not resort to 
corruption is being falsified. We should come out with systems whereby 
honest men and women are honored in some way by the society. Instead 
of schemes to display the names of corrupt people in a rogue gallery on 
websites, it would help if a citizens’ forum puts up the names of honest 
officers in a hall of fame in a website. 

Here is a story. One evening the father    returned from office with 
a gift for his young daughter. Before accepting the packet, she told 
him  bluntly:  I will take it only if it is bought from your salary and not from 
bribe.  Story goes that he stopped taking  'speed'   money from next day 
onwards, surprising his colleagues  and service seekers in his office. This 
shows that the family can play a significant role in ending corruption by 
resisting goodies got out of unearned income. Similarly, if an officer is 

penalised for not bringing in moolah for his boss, the family should 
understand and cooperate. 

The girl quoted above  learned ethical practices in school 
that day from her  great teacher. Let there be more and more 
of such noble teachers in our schools.

The universe would not be rich enough  
                  to buy the vote of an honest man   - St.  Gregory
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Nature Line

Achiote
The Lipstick Tree Graviola

The Anti-cancer Tree
Graviola is the fruit of a flowering, evergreen tree with broad leaves, 

native to the Americas, which is botanically known as Annona muricata. 
In Portuguese, Graviola is the name for the tree as well as its fruit. The tree 
is widely grown and fruits are consumed commonly in Latin America. 
In Spanish-speaking countries, the fruit is called guanábana. Common 
names for it are soursop, custard apple, cherimoya, and Brazilian paw paw. 
In India, Graviola is known as shul ram phal, laxman phal, hanuman 
phal, aathakkai, mullatha (thorny custard apple), thorny mango, etc. It 
is a highly aromatic fruit with white juicy flesh. The ripe fruits are highly 
perishable, as they become soft and easily bruised. The flesh is extremely 
sweet and with slightly acidic flavor and contains a number of large 
black seeds. The flavour has been described as a combination of straw-
berry and pineapple, with a sour citrus flavour of coconut or banana. 
The flesh can be eaten fresh or made into juice.

In many countries Graviola is grown as a garden plant for local 
consumption. It is also grown in parts of Southeast Asia and abundant 
on the Island of Mauritius. The plant is grown as a commercial crop 
for its thorny green fruit, each weighing about a kg.

The fruit as well as the other parts of this plant -- the leaves, stem, bark, 
roots, and seeds -- have a long history of medicinal use in the Americas. 
Graviola is used as a natural remedy for infections, fever, digestive 
problems and high blood pressure. Researchers have documented many 
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other traditional uses among the indigenous people of the Andes, the 
Amazon and the Caribbean. Native Red Indians in South America used 
parts of the tree to treat heart disease, asthma, liver problems, cancer  and 
arthritis. 
Use as Food

The flesh of the fruit consists of an edible white pulp, some fiber, 
and a few black seeds. The species is the only member of its genus suit-
able for processing and preservation. The pulp is used to make fruit 
nectar, smoothies, fruit juice drinks, as well as candies and ice cream 
flavorings.

Graviola and its derivatives are consumed across the world as branded 
food and beverage products. In Mexico, Colombia, Venezuela, and Ethio-
pia, it is a common fruit, often used for dessert as the only ingredient, or as 
a beverage. In Colombia and Venezuela, it is a fruit for juices, mixed with 
milk. Ice creams and fruit bars made of Graviola are also very popular. 
The seeds are normally removed while consuming, unless a blender is used 
for processing. Graviola supplements in powder form are sold over the 
counter in health food stores. It is also available in the form of vegetable 
capsule, leaves, leaf-powder and leaf and stem powder.

In Indonesia, a sweet meat is made by boiling Graviola pulp in 
water and adding sugar until the mixture hardens. Graviola is also 
a common ingredient for making fresh fruit juices that are sold by 
street food vendors. In the Philippines and other East Asian coun-
tries, Graviola is eaten ripe, or used to make juices, smoothies, or ice 
cream. Sometimes, they use the leaf in tenderizing meat. In Brunei 
Darussalam this fruit is used to make salad, popularly known as Du-
rian Salat. Usually the fruits are plucked from the tree , left in a dark 
corner, and will be eaten when they are fully ripe. It is unlikely that 
drinks or foods containing Graviola could harm you when taken as 
part of a normal diet. 
Health Benefits

People in African and South American countries have used Gravi-
ola to treat infections with viruses or parasites, rheumatism, arthritis, 
depression, and sickness. Graviola fruit contains significant amounts 
of vitamins C, B1 and B2. Laboratory and field research suggests that 
Graviola-derived substances may have potential for various future ap-
plications, since they have shown antileishmanial and cytotoxic, an-
tinociceptive, anti-inflammatory, anti-diabetic and anticancer effects 
in laboratory experiments. With very little documented scientific 
evidence, groups of researchers studied and tested the anti-cancerous 
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properties of the tree, and were amazed by the results. Graviola proved 
itself to be effective in killing cancer cells.

The National Cancer Institute of USA performed the first scientific 
research in 1976. The results showed that Graviola’s leaves and stems 
were found effective in attacking and destroying malignant cells. A 
study at Purdue University recently found that leaves of the Graviola 
tree are useful in killing cancer cells among six human cell lines and 
were especially effective against prostate, pancreatic and lung cancers.

Recently, scientists have begun to explore the potential of the bioac-
tive chemicals in Graviola leaves, stems and seeds, called annonaceous 
acetogenins. These acetogenins appear to have powerful anti-tumor 
and anti-cancer qualities. Some test-tube studies have concluded that 
Graviola compounds may be able to target and kill cancer cells, even 
drug-resistant ones, without interfering with healthy cells. These re-
sults, circulated through alternative medicine networks and on the In-
ternet, have created considerable excitement and a measure of hype. 
In the meantime, the plant has hit the herbal market and many cancer 
patients are taking it.

In laboratory tests, Graviola extract has been shown to kill certain 
types of liver and breast cancer cells that are resistant to particular che-
motherapy drugs. A study published in the Journal of Natural Prod-
ucts, following a recent research conducted at the Catholic University 
of South Korea stated that one chemical in Graviola was found to selec-
tively kill colon cancer cells more powerfully than the commonly used 
chemotherapy drug Adriamycin. The study also revealed that Graviola 
was shown to selectively target the cancer cells, leaving healthy cells 
untouched, thus relieving the patients from the often devastating side 
effects of nausea and hair loss. This is because the active compounds 
and chemicals found in Graviola, especially Annonaceous Acetogenins 
in its leaf, stem, bark, fruits and seeds, are effective inhibitors of en-
zyme processes that are found in the membranes of cancerous tumor 
cells. They are toxic to cancer cells but have no toxicity to healthy cells. 
Acetogenins in Graviola extracts have been selectively toxic in vitro 
to cancers of lung, breast, prostate, pancreas, colon, liver, lymphoma, 
multi-drug resistant human breast, ovary, cervics, bladder and skin.

Graviola is also considered a broad spectrum antimicrobial agent 
for both bacterial and fungal infections. It is effective against internal 
parasites and worms, lowers high blood pressure and is used to treat 
depression, stress and nervous disorders.

Graviola tea made with Graviola leaves and stems is proved as a 
powerful medicine to fight cancer. It has been found that Graviola tea 
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Oh! To Fly Like A Bird …

Tech Line

Flight of birds had always fascinated man from the dawn of his-
tory. The famous “Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci”, the versatile 15th 
century genius, contains many sketches of flying machines including 
helicopters. He expressed his ideas about flight in his treatise on the 
“Flight of Birds”, in a manner creditable for a scientist of his times de-
void of any knowledge of aerodynamics. He was convinced that man 
could fly using his own muscles, and steadfastly pursued the 
design of his favorite “ornithopter”, powered by flapping wings. Never 
did it materialize, though!

It was prophetic of Da Vinci when he said, “There shall be wings! 
If the accomplishment is not for me, it is for some other. The spirit 
cannot die; and man shall have wings …”

The real breakthrough was the realization that the solution to the 
problem of flying lay in fixed wings rather than flapping wings.  It 
was four centuries after Da Vinci that mankind witnessed the successful 
demonstration of an airplane by the Wright brothers – Wilbur and Or-

“Our invention relates to that class of flying machines in which 
the weight is sustained by the reactions resulting when one or more 
aeroplanes* are moved through the air edgewise at a small angle of 
incidence, either by the application of mechanical power or by the uti-
lization of the force of gravity”.  

- From the patent application filed by Wright brothers on March 23, 1903.
(* ‘Aeroplane’ is what they called the wings)

is more effective than the Graviola fruit juice. It can be taken with any 
other medicines including chemotherapy which is more beneficial to 
the patient in fighting cancer and in reducing the side effects of che-
motherapy.  

Some studies have hinted that alkaloids extracted from Graviola 
may cause neuronal dysfunction and degeneration leading to symp-
toms of Parkinson's disease. The compound annonacin, which is con-
tained in the seeds of Graviola, is a neurotoxin associated with neuro-
degenerative disease, and research has indicated a connection between 
consumption of Graviola and a typical form of Parkinson's disease due 
to high concentrations of annonacin. 

[CGS]
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ville – on December 17, 1903 at Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, USA. 
The flying machine of Wright brothers was called a biplane because it 
had two wings mounted one above the other, connected together with 
struts and wires.  It was powered by a 12-horsepower gasoline internal 
combustion engine. The flight lasted just 12 seconds; yet this was the very 
first powered flight of a heavier-than-air object. Before that, people had 
flown only in balloons and gliders.

This historic event evoked varied reactions from the public – thus 
was one of them allegedly from an engineer of some standing: “This 
machine may even carry mail in special cases, but the useful loads 
carried will be very small. The machines will eventually be fast, 
they will be used in sport, but they are not to be thought of commer-
cial carriers.” What a contrast with the indomitable optimism of Da 
Vinci! History is replete with such expression of cynicism.

Early Attempts at Flight
The discovery of kites by the Chinese around 400 BC triggered 

man into thinking about flying. Kites have been important to the in-
vention of flight as they were the forerunner to balloons and gliders. 

For many centuries, humans have tried to fly just like the birds and 
have studied the flight of birds. Wings made of feathers or light weight 
wood have been attached to arms to test their ability to fly. The results 
were often disastrous as the muscles of the human arms are not like a 
bird’s and cannot move with the strength of a bird. 

The ancient Greek engineer, Hero of Alexandria, developed what 
was known as aeolipile that made use of jets of steam as a source of 
power to cause rotary motion. The aeolipile is significant in that it 
marks the start of engine-created movement, which would later prove 
essential in the history of flight.

Leonardo Da Vinci was the first to make a serious study of flight 
in the 1480s. He had left a legacy of over 100 drawings illustrating his 
theories on bird and mechanical flight. He described the design of his 
Ornithopter to show how man could fly using wings. The Ornithoper 
was never realized in practice. But his “Notebooks” had generated a 
great deal of interest in the 19th century among aviation pioneers.  He 
had even visualized a primitive model of a present-day helicopter.

The Hot Air Balloon was invented in 1783 by the Montgolfier 
brothers – Joseph and Jacques – who used the smoke from a fire to 
blow hot air into a silk bag that became lighter than air. It rose to 
about 1.8 km with the passengers in a basket attached to the silk bag.  
The early passengers, interestingly, were some animals and birds. The 
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If you can't write your idea on the back of my 
calling card, you don't have a clear idea. 

-David Belasco

first   human passengers were Jean-Francois Pilatre de Rozier and Fran-
cois who flew on November 21, 1783. 

Sir George Cayley, regarded as the father of aerodynamics, thor-
oughly studied the subject   during the first half of the 19th centu-
ry. He experimented with wing design, and formulated the modern 
concepts such as lift and drag, vertical tail surfaces, steering rudders, 
rear elevators, and air screws. Cayley designed many different versions 
of gliders that used the movements of the body to control. A young 
(anonymous) boy was the first to fly one of his gliders. For over 50 
years, Cayley continued his work bringing improvements to his gliders 
including a biplane design to add strength to the glider. In his work, 
"On Ariel Navigation", he showed that a fixed wing aircraft with 
a power plant  for propulsion, and a tail to assist in the control of 
the airplane would be the best way for man to fly. 

After dominating the scene for 25 years, the biplane gave way to 
aerodynamically better single wings.  With the air resistance (drag) 
thus reduced, piston engine airplanes could achieve 700 kmph speed. 
It became evident that higher speeds would not be achieved without 
novel propulsion systems. Intensive research led to the development of 
jet and rocket engine-powered aircraft. A modern aircraft bears little 
resemblance to the biplane of the Wright brothers.

On May 20, 1927, a young pilot, Charles Lindbergh set out on a 
historic solo flight across the Atlantic Ocean from New York to Par-
is. The flight took 33 hours, 29 minutes and 30 seconds. He is said 
to have stayed awake all along by constantly reminding himself that he 
would perish if he fell asleep. It was the first transatlantic nonstop flight in 
an airplane, and its impact was enormous. Lindbergh became an instant 
hero; aviation soon became an industry, attracting huge investments. It 
became clear that flying machines would radically change the future of 
warfare, and revolutionize air transportation of passengers and cargo.

“Once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with 
your eyes turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will 
always long to return.” 

- Leonardo Da Vinci
[PR]
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Health Line

Cosmetics 

Boon or Bane for the Modern Woman?
A leading cosmetics company depicts a beautiful, perfectly made-up lady 

as its icon. The wrinkle-free skin and the immaculately-combed jet-black hair 
both combine to conceal her 50 odd years. Her picture-perfect looks could 
tempt many a young lady to splurge money on the products of the company. 
And there would be a wide array of goods to help them loosen their purse 
strings. Lip gloss, foundation, hair dyes, toner, bronzer, eyeliner, eyebrow pen-
cil, eye-shadow, blushons, perfumes- you name it, they have it.
Baneful effects 

Studies however have yielded compelling reasons to minimize or even 
avoid the use of cosmetics altogether. Prime among these is the finding that 
synthetic beauty aids can lead to cancer risks. The worst culprits are perfumes 
containing phthalates, synthetic shampoos, nail polish as well as deodorant 
sprays, polluted by benzene. Benzene and phthalates can cause the deadliest 
forms of cancer. Unfortunately, unscrupulous manufacturers exploit the lack 
of awareness among the consumers about the dangers posed by these products. 

Women using cosmetics heavily face the risk of serious breathing disorders. 
They are caused by the salicylates and the lead content in lipsticks. Children 
too could be at risk if the bubble bath they use contains alkylarylsulphonate 
which creates the bubbles.

Another adverse consequence of heavy use of cosmetics is that it can have 
a toxic impact on the reproductive system. Some of the serious defects in the 
reproductive system have been ascribed to the indiscriminate use of skincare 
products and deodorants.

Studies have linked the regular and heavy usage of cosmetics to depression 
and mood swings. Chemicals such as Parabens and Triclosan which are the 
ingredients in skincare products and perfumes cause hormonal imbalances. 
This leads to depression which in turn can adversely impact the user’s personal 
and professional life.

The other grave consequences of heavy dependence on cosmetics are head-
aches, disruption of the thyroid system, eye infections, allergic reactions, itch-
ing and skin disorders.
Cosmetics for the skin

These products definitely enhance the looks of the user but in the long run, 
the consequences could turn out to be counter productive. One of the major 
threats to the skin is caused by the indiscriminate usage of fairness creams, 
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Improve your concentration.
Use reasoning and fill each row, 
column and 3 x 3 grid in bold 
borders with each of the digits 

from 1 to 9.
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9 1 8 4 7
7 5 1

8 5 9

sunscreens and blushers. If these are of poor quality, they can leave patches and 
cause pigmentation of the skin. It is also important to them when they are well 
within their expiry date.  

Studies conducted on these beauty aids have reportedly found that the 
chemical preservatives used in their manufacture to combat bacterial growth, 
actually harm the skin. Photosensitization is the allergic effect on the skin 
caused by certain perfumes which react with sunlight. The allergy breaks out 
as brown patches on the skin. Many kinds of allergic reactions such as red 
marks, blemishes and irritation have reportedly been caused by the usage of 
products containing chemicals such as Parabens. Salicylates which are used 
in these cosmetics cause painful rashes and hives among those with sensitive 
skins. Unfortunately a majority of these cosmetics contain salicylates in vary-
ing proportions.

Far safer and better alternatives to these can be found in the kitchen. Clot-
ted cream can definitely help in ensuring a smooth and flawless skin. It ligh-
tens the skin when used as a face pack along with gram flour and milk. A 
combination of clotted cream and saffron ensures a soft and. glowing skin. 
Mashed ripe papaya applied on the skin will reduce black spots.  

Coconut oil is another valuable beauty aid for the skin. The fatty acids 
found in this oil, help to protect the skin from wrinkles and dryness.  It con-
tains antioxidants such as Vitamin E which prevents the skin from ageing. It 
penetrates deep into the skin and helps to moisturize it. 

Another great source of antioxidants is the cucumber. The antioxidants 
contained in it are Vitamins A, C and E. These help to remove the dead skin 
cells and free radicals which are known to be the prime cause of aging. Grated 
cucumber can be left on the skin for 15 minutes and then rinsed off. It would 
work marvels for the skin.

The aloe vera plant provides an excellent alternative to moisturizing creams 
which may contain an ingredient known as petrolatum. The harmful chemi-
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 Engineering Profession  
Herbert Hoover

It is a great profession. There is the fascination of watching a figment of 
the imagination emerge through the aid of science to a plan on paper. Then it 
moves to realization in stone or metal or energy. Then it brings jobs and homes 
to men. Then it elevates the standards of living and adds to the comforts of life. 
That is the engineer’s high privilege. 

The great liability of the engineer compared to men of other professions 
is that his works are out in the open where all can see them. His acts, step 
by step, are in hard substance. He cannot bury his mistakes in the grave like 
the doctors. He cannot argue them into thin air or blame the judge like the 
lawyers. He cannot, like the politicians, screen his shortcomings by blaming 
his opponents and hope the people will forget. The engineer simply cannot 
deny he did it. If his works do not work, he is damned. 

 (Herbert Hoover - The engineer-turned American President)
[Sourced by: Moossa C K]

cals in petrolatum could get absorbed into the bloodstream. The gel from the 
aloe vera plant is a safe and effective skin moisturizer cum softener.
Beauty aids for the hair 

Many popular brands of hair dye claim to take staid ‘uncles’ and ‘aunts’ 
right back to their early twenties by magically converting their greying hair 
into a gleaming black. But these hair dyes contain ingredients known as sec-
ondary amines or tar derivatives which are said to lead to cancer. A natural, safe 
and beneficial substitute for these synthetic products is the henna. Henna can 
turn the hair to the desired shade with the added bonus of cooling the body.

An essential component of the diverse brands of shampoos in the market 
is the foam which washes off the grease and dirt from the hair. This foam is 
produced by compounds such as sodium lauryl sulphate. These damage the 
hair by removing the natural oils in the scalp which are essential hair nutrients. 
Nature’s substitute to this problem is provided by the soap nut berry. The soap 
nuts should be soaked overnight; this yields a foamy liquid the next morning 
which should be used as a shampoo. It leaves the hair clean and shining. Ano-
ther excellent natural substitute is the shikakai powder, made from the Acacia 
Concinna, a shrub native to Central and South India. However, one has 
to guard against either of these natural products getting into the eyes as they 
can cause a stinging sensation !

[Padma Mohan Kumar]
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‘If there is technological advance without social advance, there is, almost 
automatically, an increase in human misery, in impoverishment’ 
- Edward M. Harrington, American writer, professor of political  

science and political activist

Now consider prefrontal cortex’s role in enabling humans to suc-
cessfully engage in interpersonal interactions and to cope with the 
challenges of living in a social group; in possessing the wisdom and ca-
pability to cherish positive social values (traits) and in having a healthy 
social behavior. These are crucial capabilities that distinguish man 
from other animals and basic to the flourishing of human civilization. 
It was mentioned in Part – 25 that habitual indulgence, excessive ex-
posure or addiction to online socialization, gambling, gaming, certain 
videos and similar internet related activities, particularly during child-
hood and teenage periods, can result in developmental defects of the 
prefrontal cortex which in turn can impair the brain functions and ca-
pabilities mentioned above. In general, deficiency in natural skills, go 
hand in hand with sagging self esteem and lack of confidence to cope 
with real world challenges and responsibilities in life. Such people 
would try to escape or stay away from difficult situations. In the same 
way, growing inefficiency to successfully engage in interpersonal and 
social interactions make the person feel uncomfortable around other 
people and with the challenges of living in a social group. At its best 
it can only be an ‘unpleasant’ experience for them. Being habituated 
to indulge in online activities, the individual prefers to return to the 
comforts of the virtual world to seek instantaneous gratification than 
confronting the unpleasant task of resolving the real world challenges. 
Each instance of withdrawal from a real world challenge is a valuable 
opportunity lost to develop and strengthen the self esteem, natural 
skills and capabilities of the brain. The less the person has such skills, 
the more he/she will be tempted to stay away from the real world 
and to take refuge in the applications environment (like, for example 
engaging in online chat rooms or social media to escape from loneli-
ness). Cognitive empathy, i.e., the mental ability to accommodate or 
take on others’ perspectives (including recognizing others’ feelings and 

Information  Explosion 

The Challenge – Part 28

Info Line
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emotions and responding appropriately, say for example, consoling a 
friend who is facing difficulties in life or is in a sad mood) gets affected. 
Individuals lacking in cognitive empathy are neither concerned about 
others nor what others feel about them. Becoming less proficient in 
dealing with the realities of the world, the person’s personal, family 
and career life suffers seriously. When one spends time hugely in the 
company of gadgets and applications, it is only natural that people 
inherit the characteristics of the machine world which tends to dehu-
manize them. The American Journalist Sydney J. Harris rightly said: 
‘The real danger is not that machines will begin to think like men, but 
men begin to think like machines’.

Given below are some of the thought provoking observations of 
the British Neuroscientist Dr Susan Greenfield on related issues: ‘The 
first thing to grasp is that the human brain is very sensitive to change. 
Which is why we occupy more ecological niches than any other spe-
cies on the planet, yeah? We are not particularly strong, we do not 
see particularly well, we do not run particularly fast, but what we do 
brilliantly is adapt……. My second point is that the new technologies 
are so invasive because interacting with the screen, and doing so in a 
solitary way, mandates you living in two dimensions……. The Quest 
for Identity in the 21st century says people who spend a lot of time 
interacting through the screen can become emotionally detached, see-
ing life as a series of logical tasks that demand immediate reaction. 
Language gets crunched, along with the ability to imagine or analyze. 
Attention spans shorten. Human beings always listened to stories and 
had long working memories. Now it is action, reaction, action, reac-
tion………. (What worries her most is a shift of focus from content to 
process). Think of a book about a princess locked in a tower. You go on 
reading because you care about what happens to the princess. You are 
lost in the content of the story. Now think of a computer game about 
the same thing. You do not give a stuff about the princess do you? She 
is there as a goal. It is not about her. It is about you completing a task. 
You focus on the process. The experience offered by a computer is the 
excitement of an anticipated reward; and frustration if you do not 
get it. In neurochemical terms, it is very similar to when you take a 
drug…. Rescuing the princess produces a chemical in the brain called 
dopamine, which makes you feel good. But too much of it may dam-
age the prefrontal cortex, and that can limit your ability to understand 
anything much beyond the here and now. Other addictions have the 
same effect…’ [1]
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Being president is like running a cemetery: you've got a 
lot of people under you and nobody's listening.

–Bill Clinton

Earlier discussions and illustrations (Ref. Part – 24 through Part – 
27) clearly show how the technology applications are forcing everyone 
to catch up with their ‘speed’. It was seen that in the process of at-
tempting to cope with the speed, the individual becomes habituated to 
react to external stimuli without thinking about the risks involved or 
the consequences of spontaneous reactions (often referred to as impul-
sive behavior). This sets in motion a chain reaction ultimately leading 
to behavioral alterations and modifications vis – à – vis the person’s 
approach to real world events and interactions.

Scientific evidence unambiguously show that the harmful impacts 
of ‘speed’ on the individuals and society have more profound and far 
reaching implications than any other attributes of technology and 
technology applications. First and foremost, speed causes a perpetual 
‘chronically stressed-out’ condition. Dr Stephanie Brown, internation-
ally reputed psychologist, author, researcher, consultant and lecturer 
in the field of addiction says: “……I am talking about a culture-wide 
phenomenon that is snatching people up and carrying them along, con-
vincing them that doing ‘more, better, and faster’ is the path to happi-
ness……People are out of control in their drive for speed. They are out of 
control in their behaviors, thinking, emotions, and the addicted lifestyle 
they create………The behaviors of constant, impulsive action, the belief 
that this is progress, and the feelings of intense pressure and frenzy have 
spilled over into all aspects of life……. We are suffering from this chronic 
stress. It causes health problems, it causes relationships to fall apart, and 
it leads to emptiness and despair. We value the technology marketed as a 
tool to solve dilemmas and make our lives easier, and at the same time we 
feel trapped by the demands it makes on us. Multitasking, the buzzword 
for ‘achievement’ over the last fifteen years has become the source of multi-
problems…”[2].
[1]www.independent.co.uk › News › Science
[2]Speed: Facing Our Addiction to Fast and Faster and Overcoming 
Our Fear of Slowing Down, Stephanie Brown, Berkley Books (Penguin 
Group, N.Y., USA), 2014 

(To be continued)
[Dr H.Ganesh, CA, U.S.A]
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The human brain is the most complex and least understood part of the hu-
man anatomy. There may be a lot we don’t know, but here are a few interesting 
facts that we’ve got covered.
1. Nerve impulses to and from the brain travel as fast as 170 miles per 
hour. Ever wonder how you can react so fast to things around you or why that 
stubbed toe hurts right away? It’s due to the super-speedy movement of nerve 
impulses from your brain to the rest of your body and vice versa, bringing reactions 
at the speed of a high powered luxury sports car.
2. The brain operates on the same amount of power as 10-watt light 
bulb. The cartoon image of a light bulb over your head when a great thought 
occurs isn’t too far off the mark. Your brain generates as much energy as a small 
light bulb even when you’re sleeping.
3. The human brain cell can hold 5 times as much information as the 
Encyclopedia Britannica. Or any other encyclopedia for that matter. Scientists 
have yet to settle on a definitive amount, but the storage capacity of the brain in 
electronic terms is thought to be between 3 or even 1,000 terabytes. The National 
Archives of Britain, containing over 900 years of history, only takes up 70 terabytes, 
making your brain’s memory power pretty darn impressive.
4. Your brain uses 20% of the oxygen that enters your 
bloodstream. The brain only makes up about 2% of our body mass, yet consumes 
more oxygen than any other organ in the body, making it extremely susceptible to 
damage related to oxygen deprivation. So breathe deep to keep your brain happy 
and swimming in oxygenated cells.
5. The brain is much more active at night than during the day. Logically, 
you would think that all the moving around, complicated calculations and 
tasks and general interaction we do on a daily basis during our working hours 
would take a lot more brain power than, say, lying in bed. Turns out, the 
opposite is true. When you turn off your brain turns on. Scientists don’t yet 
know why this is but you can thank the hard work of your brain while you 
sleep for all those pleasant dreams.
6. Scientists say the higher your IQ the more you dream. While this may 
be true, don’t take it as a sign you’re mentally lacking if you can’t recall your 
dreams. Most of us don’t remember many of our dreams and the average 
length of most dreams is only 2-3 seconds–barely long enough to register.
7. Neurons continue to grow throughout human life. For years scientists 

Human Brain
Amazingly Complex

Health Line
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 Energy  Line

 Commercial wind turbines have been trending toward larger sizes, 
from 300 kW capacity in 1990 to 7.5 MW in 2011, dotting the windy 
landscapes and sea-faces in several countries.   Professor J.C. Chiao and 
his postdoc Dr. Smitha Rao of the University of Texas at Arlington, have 
now attempted to buck the trend. They have designed a micro-windmill 
that generates low electric power and may become an innovative solution 
to cell phone batteries constantly in need of recharging and home energy 
needs where large windmills are not pragmatic.

They designed and built a device that is about 1.8 mm at its widest 
point. The picture shows a micro-windmill placed on a penny. A single 
grain of rice could hold about 10 of these tiny windmills. Hundreds of the 
windmills could be embedded in a sleeve for a cell phone. Wind, created 
by waving the cell phone in air or holding it up to an open window on 
a windy day, would generate the electricity that could be collected by the 
cell phone’s battery.

 [For details: http://www.uta.edu]

Micro-windmills 

To Recharge Cell Phones

and doctors thought that brain and neural tissue couldn’t grow or regenerate. 
While it doesn’t act in the same manner as tissues in many other parts of the 
body, neurons can and do grow throughout your life, adding a whole new 
dimension to the study of the brain and the illnesses that affect it.
8. Information travels at different speeds within different types of 
neurons. Not all neurons are the same. There are a few different types within 
the body and transmission along these different kinds can be as slow as 0.5 
meters/sec or as fast as 120 meters/sec.
9. The brain itself cannot feel pain. While the brain might be the pain 
center when you cut your finger or burn yourself, the brain itself does not have 
pain receptors and cannot feel pain. That doesn’t mean your head can’t hurt. 
The brain is surrounded by loads of tissues, nerves and blood vessels that are 
plenty receptive to pain and can give you a pounding headache.
10.  80% of the brain is water. Your brain isn’t the firm, gray mass you’ve seen 
on TV. Living brain tissue is a squishy, pink and jelly-like organ thanks to the 
loads of blood and high water content of the tissue. So the next time you’re 
feeling dehydrated get a drink to keep your brain hydrated.                                                                     

[V S S Nair]
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This was seen posted in Sophia School, Bangalore outside Principal’s 
Office, many years ago :
 Dear Dad & Mum,
1. Don’t be afraid to be firm with me, it makes me feel secure
2.  Don’t let me form bad habits, please detect them early and tell me
3.  Don’t correct me in front of people, I like being told in private and 

I will change
4.  Don’t spoil me by giving everything I ask for
5. Don’t put me off when I ask questions, lest I seek information 

somewhere else
6. Don’t rag me, lest I protect myself by acting deaf
7.  Don’t make me feel smaller than I am. I may stupidly behave big
8. Don’t make me feel my mistakes are sins, it may upset my values
9. Don’t tell me my fears are silly. They are real to me, reassure me
10. Don’t protect me from consequences, I need to learn the painful 

way
11. Don’t take too much notice of my small ailments, lest I am weak 

to face life
12. Don’t be inconsistent and make me lose faith in you
13. Don’t be impatient, for I love experimenting. Please put up with 

me
14. Don’t ever suggest that you are perfect and infallible, lest I discover 

you are not
15. Don’t forget how quickly I am growing up, please keep pace with 

me
16. Please keep yourself fit and healthy. I love you and I need you

 [Sourced by: Susy Mathew]

For All The Parents Out There...
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Health  Line

Eye Care
Some Tips for Techno-savvy 

These days, computers have become part of life for many. In 
workplaces, people use computers extensively, sitting in front of 
monitors for hours. At homes also, with more housewives becoming 
computer literate, the situation is the same. In the case of children too, 
computer usage is increasing day by day.

People who stare at computer screens and smart phones for long 
hours may experience tired, itchy eyes and  also develop a condition 
called Computer Vision Syndrome. Its  symptoms include eye fatigue, 
eye strain, blurred vision, headaches, dry, itchy eyes, burning and 
tearing.

  Here are some suggestions to fight this eyestrain menace:  
•	 Take frequent eye breaks: Give  the eyes a break by forcing them to 

focus on something other than the computer screen. A good rule of 
thumb is to follow the 20-20-20 rule: Every 20 minutes, take  the eyes 
off the computer screen and look at something 20 feet away for at least 
20 seconds. It's reasonable to take a break every 15 to 30 minutes for 
one to three minutes. Do other work, such as phone calls or filing, 
during this time. Try to stand up and move around at least once every 
hour or so. If possible, lean back and close your eyes for a few moments.

•	 Blink often to refresh your eyes:  Because many people blink less 
than normal when working at a computer, dry eyes can result from 
prolonged computer use. Blinking produces tears that moisten 
and refresh your eyes. Make a conscious effort to blink more often.
[For details:  http://www.mayoclinic.org,  http://www.webmd.

com,http://www.wral.com]

Your present circumstances don't determine where you can go;  
they merely determine where you start.

- Nido Qubein
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Attention can be focused (or directed) externally (for example listening 
to a sound or movement of an object in the external environment) and 
internally (for example listening to an internal thought or a bodily mo-
vement like breathing). However, focusing attention both externally or 
internally, do not occur completely as exclusive or independent activities 
as they are both part of a much larger and complex perception process.

A couple of excerpts: ‘The relationships between attention and consci-
ousness are complex enough that they have warranted perennial philoso-
phical exploration….. It (consciousness) has become a significant topic of 
research in psychology and neuroscience. The primary focus is on under-
standing what it means biologically and psychologically for information to 
be present in consciousness — i.e., on determining the neural and psycho-
logical correlates of consciousness[1]’; One of the recent research findings 
show that consciousness is a selective process that allows only a part of the 
sensory input to reach awareness. Researchers at the Max Planck Institute 
for Biological Cybernetics in Tübingen and University Pompeu Fabra in 
Barcelona have discovered that the ‘content of consciousness’ is not localized 
in a unique cortical area, but is most likely an emergent property of global 
networks of neuronal populations [2].

From the discussions till now, it can be seen that ‘arousal’ and ‘aware-
ness’ including capability of an individual to focus the attention to a speci-
fic thing or activity like focusing the attention to the environment or to an 
internal thought are the basic vital brain functions to perception and com-
prehension of the external environment and events. RAS is responsible for 
arousal. Neuroscience research shows that attention is generally context sensiti-
ve, different brain regions fuel attention and there are overlapping mechanisms 
of attention. Notwithstanding the above, as indicated earlier, pulvinar nuclei 
in the thalamus are mainly responsible for attention, vis – à – vis awareness 
of incoming sensory signals. 

Do We See The Reality?
A Study in Human Perception –7

‘The human mind has an inhibitory system which routinely and 
automatically removes from perception, reason and judgment over 99% of 
available facts’ 

– Jerome Seymour Bruner, Cognitive Psychologist

Info Line
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Nuclei within the thalamus project and receive neural fibers from the 
cerebral cortex and also have neural interconnections to different parts 
of the sub-cortical areas of the brain. These neural interconnections en-
able two way communications between the thalamus and other parts of 
the brain. ‘Thalamus is an obligatory station through which nearly all senso-
ry information must pass through before reaching the cerebral cortex – One 
of the major functions of thalamus is the selective control of the flow of the 
sensory-motor information to the cerebral cortex during different states of the 
sleep-wake cycle and arousal’ [3]. Thalamus acts as a gateway to cerebral 
cortex for sensory information (for all visual, auditory and somatosenso-
ry information, except that of the olfactory sense, which goes directly to 
the cerebral cortex) ascending to the primary sensory areas of the cerebral 
cortex. The areas of the thalamus involved in sensory relay both process 
sensory information as well as relaying it, i.e., they select, sort, edit and 
relay the sensory information.

From Part – 3 recall that ‘Reticular Formation (RF)’, the most influ-
ential part of RAS, is involved in filtering the incoming sensory stimuli to 
select relevant ones. ‘It sorts the 100 million impulses that assault the brain 
each second, deflecting the trivial, letting the vital to go through to the alert 
mind [4]’. ‘RF can be regarded as a sort of filter out of all the various visual, 
auditory, and somatosensory stimuli that surround us all the time. RF al-
lows to pass through to consciousness only infinitesimal fraction (of the 
sensory signals) that are the most immediately useful to us or the most intense. 
For example, if the noise from your computer fan is persistent but not too 
loud, after a while you simply stop noticing it. You can thus see why, with-
out the reticular formation, it would be pretty hard to fall asleep in places 
that were noisy, uncomfortable, or brightly lit [5]’. 

The ascending RAS has extensive neuronal interconnections with al-
most all parts of the brain permitting  to and fro flow of information 
between RAS and other functional parts of brain like limbic system, cere-
bral cortex etc. Limbic system and RAS form part of the lower cognitive 
levels of brain. Among the several functions for which limbic system is 
responsible, following two are relevant to the context; i.e.,(i)Information 
going through the limbic system are filed as ‘agreeable (favorable)’ or ‘disagree-
able (unfavorable)’. (ii) It plays a role in salience (what grabs your attention), 
spontaneity and creativity [6]. All the time RAS and limbic system function 
very closely together. Specifically, RF and thalamus (which is a constituent 
part of the limbic system) work together in the selection of significant sti-
muli by filtering out ‘unnecessary information’ from the incoming sensory 
stimuli, lest the higher cognitive centers of the brain get overloaded with 
irrelevant information. 
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All we have to decide is what to do with the time that is given to us.  
- J. R. R. Tolkien

One of the crucial neural processing at the lower cognitive levels in-
volves the check for compatibility, mismatch or otherwise of the sensory 
stimuli to cognitive responses (reactions). (Cognitive response is the inter-
pretation of stimuli and the organization of thoughts and ideas). Basically 
this is achieved through a series of fairly complex information processing 
on the incoming sensory stimuli – sensory stimuli are first scanned to sort 
out the positive (favorable/agreeable) and negative (unfavorable/disagree-
able) stimuli and then select the significant stimuli from among them.

As RAS scans the incoming stimuli for compatibility with the survival 
needs, unfamiliar or uncommon stimuli receive attention as threats to the 
survival and RAS forwards them along with its own responses for further 
processing. Certain compatible, agreeable, positive, familiar or favorable 
stimuli are forwarded as they are. In general, negative stimuli which do 
not deserve attention may be inhibited or deflected. Weak negative stimuli 
may be rationalized, modified or even justified to make them compatible 
with the elements of value-belief system or relevant past experiences.
[1] www.wikipedia.com
[2]  http://www.mpg.de/5839948/conscious_perception>Max Planck Insti-

tute
[3] ‘Sensory gating mechanisms of the thalamus’, David A. McCormick 

and Thierry Bal, Yale University School of Medicine, New Haven, 
U.S.A.  

[4] The Brain: Mystery of Matter and Mind, Jack Fincher, U.S. News 
Books, 1981

[5] thebrain.mcgill.ca/flash/a/.../a_11_cr_cyc.html
[6] http://www.brainhealthandpuzzles.com/brain_parts_function.html

(To be continued)
[Dr H Ganesh]
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Sir,

My curiosity was aroused by the write up about the "Traditional 
East Asian Food", called Konjac, on the cover of the February issue.

But the illustration at the bottom left of the cover resembled a 
vegetable I was familiar with since my childhood in Kerala and which 
I knew was part of the Kerala cuisine for definitely not less than 1500 
years.

Only when I read the article was it evident that the reference to the 
"traditional east Asian food" was actually to our good old 'chena' which 
Keralites have been eating for many many centuries. In fact in the good 
old days when almost every household in Kerala was self sufficient in 
vegetables, it was customary to plant a few “chenas” in every homestead 
at the beginning of the South West monsoon and to store the harvested 
yams in the cellar of each household.

The medicinal and nutritional value of  Chena  were known in 
ayurveda and traditional medicine. The diet of ladies for a few post 
natal days was usually of rice accompanied by shallow fried pieces 
of chena cooked in coconut oil, which even allopathy has now accepted 
as very suitable for post partum diet. A vitamin E supplement extracted 
from chena is available in the market.

The last sentence of the article says that "konjac" is grown wild and 
in "farms at very high altitudes". As far as I know, "chena" is grown in 
almost all homesteads even in the coastal areas of Kerala!

[S S Kaimal]

Looking Back at EKL
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•	 Be a Smart Patient: Tips to Avail Best Medical Care – EKL Aug. 2012

•	 Nature’s Scrubbers: Clean Facts on Sponges – EKL Jan. 2013
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Food Adulteration
Serious Health Hazard

Among the various health problems food adulteration is the one 
that poses a serious challenge to us.  Though various measures are taken 
by the government to check this alarming menace this crime is still 
committed unabatedly by the unscrupulous trading community. 

Healthy food is indispensable for the survival of mankind. A food 
article is branded as adulterated if its nature and quality are below 
the prescribed standard.  Such foods are serious health hazards and 
are harmful for the foetus in the case of pregnant women. Ghee 
is mixed with animal fat. Coconut oil is mixed with cottonseed oil 
as the latter is economical.  Mustard seeds are often extracted along 
with toxic argemone seeds that will cause the disease dropsy. Kesari 
Dhal (Lathyrus sativus) that is extensively cultivated in the North is 
unscrupulously adulterated with various pulses on a large scale with a 
profit motive.  The consumption of this ominous stuff in the long run 
may lead to an insidious neuromuscular disorder “Lathyrism” that will 
permanently cripple the victim ultimately resulting in death.  Several 
fruits are injected with water in order to push up their weight.  

The Government’s apathy can be gauged by the fact that in a heavily 
populated State like                                                                             Tamilnadu 
annually only 4200 samples are seized out of which 761 were found 
sub-standard. This is relatively a tip of the iceberg viewed in the context 
of stupendous volume of food trade that is carried on in the State.  

It is high time a rigorous drive of ‘Consumer Education’ highlighting 
consumers’ rights   is undertaken in order to eradicate this dreadful 
menace.  According to Law consumer has the every right to seize 
sample from any food trader after due information and the product 
can be tested for its genuineness in a public health laboratory for a 
fee.  If the sample is substandard he can approach the authorities to 
set the law in motion taking its own course.  He is also entitled for the 
reimbursement of the cost of analysis.  

Also simple spot tests can be carried out at home in order to test 
the quality of the product.  For instance quality of the tea leaves can be 

Health Line
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Tech Line

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles 

To Save Our Lives

These drones differ from ordnance and missiles in that the air vehicle is 
designed to come back and be re-used.  They also  operate out of line of sight 
and at altitudes where a person on the ground cannot readily see them.  Also, 
autonomously following a pre-programmed mission,  they are sophisticated 
systems incorporating lightweight airframes, advanced propulsion systems, se-
cure data links, high-tech control systems and payloads. These air vehicles still 
need a pilot who rather than being seated in the aircraft itself is located in a 
control centre on the ground.   

  Most early  UAVs  are not au-
tonomous at all. Autonomy is com-
monly defined as the ability to make 
decisions without human interven-
tion. To that end, the goal of au-
tonomy is to teach machines to be 
"smart" and act more like humans. 
This may be associated with the de-
velopments in fields like artificial 
intelligence, expert systems, neural 
networks, machine learning and natural language processing. However, this 
technological development in autonomy arena has mostly followed a bottom-
up approach, and recent advances have been largely driven by the practitioners 
in the field of control science, not computer science. Similarly, autonomy has 

determined by a simple experiment. Transfer some sample of tea leaves 
to a filter paper.  Expose the samples to a few drops of water and allow 
it to stand for a few minutes.  If the tea leaves are artificially coloured 
with dyes it will be displayed in the filter paper in the form of streaks.  
“Lactometer” is a handy instrument that can be employed to check the 
genuineness of the milk. The purity of the iodized salt can be examined 
by adding a drop of starch solution to the salt.  Failure to develop a blue 
color will indicate its dubious quality.                                                                

[T.R.Thiagarajan, Chief Chemist (Rtd), King Institute of Preventive 
Medicine, Chennai]

email: barsanites@gmail.com
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It is not fair to ask of others what you are  
unwilling to do yourself.

-  Eleanor Roosevelt

been and probably will continue to be considered an extension of the con-
trols field. In the foreseeable future, however, the two fields may merge and 
researchers from both disciplines will work together.

Some important aspects of  autonomy technology:
 Sensor fusion: Combining information from different sensors for use on 

board the vehicle.
Communications: Handling communication and coordination be-

tween multiple agents even with incomplete information.
Path planning and Trajectory Generation: Determining an optimal 

path to follow while meeting certain objectives as well as obstacles
 Task Allocation and Scheduling: Determining the optimal distribution 

of tasks amongst a group, with time and equipment constraints.
Cooperative Tactics: Formulating an optimal sequence and spatial distri-

bution of activities between agents in order to maximize chance of success in 
any given mission scenario.

 Because UAVs are not burdened with the physiological limitations of hu-
man pilots, they can be designed for maximized on-station times. The maxi-
mum flight duration of unmanned aerial vehicles varies widely.  

Now the roles of the drone are changing. In the not too distant future, we 
may hear the friendly hum of a drone's rotors as it descends upon us, to offer 
relief at a time and location when we are in difficulty.

Research at the University of Cincinnati could soon enable unmanned aer-
ial vehicles (UAV)  to track down missing persons on search-and-rescue mis-
sions, to penetrate curtains of smoke during wildfire suppression or possibly 
even to navigate urban landscapes  for online retailers like Amazon to deliver 
goods ordered - all done autonomously with a human acting only as a super-
visor, sitting in his office. Kelly Cohen, associate professor of aerospace engi-
neering and engineering mechanics at UC  and a team of researchers have 
developed an experimental capability to capture the dynamic behaviour of the 
UAV platform.

For now, Federal Aviation Administration regulations greatly limit the 
use of drones. Cohen predicts that in the next few years FAA guidelines 
will adapt to this technology, and he believes disaster management and 
public safety officials such as fire fighters and police will be among the first 
to be licensed to operate drones in national airspace.

[Courtesy:http://www.uc.edu, http://www.uavs.org/]
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Solution

3 1 4 8 6 2 9 7 5
5 8 7 4 9 1 3 2 6
2 9 6 5 3 7 8 4 1
6 5 9 2 7 3 1 8 4
8 2 1 6 5 4 7 9 3
7 4 3 9 1 8 5 6 2
9 3 2 1 8 6 4 5 7
4 7 5 3 2 9 6 1 8
1 6 8 7 4 5 2 3 9
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Energy Line

Gasoline from Natural Gas
Making Fuel Cheaper  

World's  dependence on crude oil for various fuels is well known. But natu-
ral gas has many  qualities that make it a better choice. Here are some details: 
Natural gas burns much more cleanly than oil—power plants that burn oil 
emit 50 percent more carbon dioxide than natural gas-based. It also is more 
abundant than oil - two and six times-  and its price has fallen dramatically 
now that technologies like fracking and horizontal drilling have led to a surge 
of production of natural gas from unconventional sources like the Marcellus 
Shale. While oil costs around $100 a barrel, natural gas sells in the U.S. for the 
equivalent of $20 a barrel.

However, oil has a crucial advantage: natural gas is much more difficult to 
convert into chemicals such as those used to make plastics. And it is relatively 
expensive to convert natural gas into liquid fuels such as gasoline. It cost Shell 
$19 billion to build a massive gas-to-liquids plant in Qatar, where natural gas 
is almost free.

For decades, world’s top chemists and oil and gas companies have been trying to 
make cheap gasoline from natural gas in an inexpensive way. Siluria Technologies Inc. 
San Francisco,   USA, a pioneer in the commercial production of fuels and 
chemicals made from natural gas, is the first company to develop a commer-
cially viable approach that turns the methane in natural gas into chemicals like 
ethylene, the key ingredient in plastics and propylene, used in a variety of prod-
ucts like antifreeze and deodorant.

The approach is based on catalysts combining advanced technologies in na-
nomaterial science, biotechnology and chemical engineering. Inspired by the way 
nanomaterials are created by nature,   Siluria uses a genetically-engineered virus to 
create a tangle of nanowires, which can be used to kick off a chemical process that 
converts methane into these various chemical compounds. In contrast, the tradi-
tional way to make ethylene today is to use super-hot steam to break down crude 
oil into the simple ethylene molecule which is much more energy and carbon emis-
sions intensive.

Siluria and   the U.S. arm of Brazilian petrochemical company Braskem, 
a leading producer of thermoplastic resins, have entered into a collaboration 
around the deployment of Siluria's proprietary oxidative coupling of methane 
(OCM) technology for the direct conversion of methane in natural gas to eth-
ylene.  

 Siluria is building its first demonstration plant at one of  Braskem,http://
www.carbonsciences.com’s factories in Texas, to be ready by the end of 2014. 
The demo plant will convert the methane in Braskem’s natural gas pipeline into 
the core ingredient in plastic.  

[For details: http://siluria.com, www.braskem.com,http://www.carbonsciences.com]
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Health Line

It has been known for some time that the amount of sleep people get has, on an 
average, declined over the years. This has happened for a whole range of reasons, 
not least because we live in a culture where people are encouraged to think of 
sleep as a luxury - something you can easily cut back on. But while the average 
amount of sleep we are getting has fallen,  rates  of obesity and diabetes  
have soared. Could the two be  
connected? A research team at the University of Surrey's Sleep Research Centre 
wanted to see what the effect would be of increasing average sleep by just one 
hour. So the team wanted some volunteers, who normally sleep anywhere 
between six and nine hours, to be studied. Researchers conducted an unusual 
experiment at the Sleep Research Centre at the University of Surrey. One 
of their findings was that deep sleep sounds restful, but during it our brains 
are actually working hard. One of the main things the brain does is moving 
memories from short-term storage into long-term storage, allowing us more 
short-term memory space for the next day. If you don't get adequate deep sleep 
then these memories will be lost. In fact, memories need to be consolidated 
within 24 hours of being formed.

Since deep sleep is so important for consolidating memories it is a good 
idea if you are revising or perhaps taking an examination to make sure that 
you're getting a reasonable night's sleep. In one study, people who failed to do 
so did 40% worse than their counterparts.

Deep sleep lasts only for a few hours. For the rest of the time in sleep, the 
brain goes through multiple phases of another kind of activity, called REM 
sleep. This is the phase when you are usually paralysed - so you cannot move, 
but the eye muscles are not paralysed, and that is why it is called Rapid Eye 
Movement Sleep.

During REM sleep an extra- ordinary thing happens. One 
of the stress-related chemicals in the brain, noradrenalin, is switched 
off. It is the only time, day or night, this happens. It allows us to remain 
calm while our brain reprocesses all the experiences of the day, helping 
us come to terms with particularly emotional events. We get more 
REM sleep in the last half of the night. It means that if you are woken 
unexpectedly, your brain may not have dealt with all your emotions 
- which could leave you stressed and anxious. Drinking alcohol late 

REM Sleep  
On Sleep Again
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Tech Line

The   most hydrodynamic of all 
marine creatures,  penguins  waddle 
like Charlie Chaplin on land but un-
derwater, they mean business, acceler-
ating from 0 to 15 miles per hour in 
less than a second. They can change 
the shape of the body to suit their 
swimming speed. 

Now  Flavio Noca, who teaches 
aerodynamics at the University of Applied Sciences Western Switzerland 
(hepia) and the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), has come out 

Rocket Properties of  Penguins
For New Propulsion Technologies

at night is not a good idea as it reduces your REM sleep while it is 
being processed in your body. 

We often worry about lying awake in the middle of the night - but it 
could be good for us. Computer tests revealed that most of them struggled 
with mental agility tasks when they had less sleep, but the most interesting 
results came from the blood tests that were run. The research team at 
Surrey University was particularly interested in looking at the genes that 
were switched on or off in the volunteers by changes in the time they were 
made to sleep. It was found that overall there were around 500 genes that 
were affected. What was discovered was that when the volunteers cut back 
from seven-and-a-half to six-and-a-half hours' sleep a night, genes that 
are associated with processes like inflammation, immune response and 
response to stress became more active. The team also saw increases in the 
activity of genes associated with diabetes and risk of cancer. The reverse 
happened when the volunteers added an hour of sleep.

So the clear message from this experiment was that if you are getting less 
than seven hours' sleep a night and can alter your sleep habits, even just a little 
bit, it could make you healthier. 

For details: http://www bbc.co.uk/news/magazine-24444634?print=true
[Sourced by: Susy Mathew]
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In Forthcoming Issues
•	 Medical check-up on a chip:  Capable to test a number of 

proteins in our body.  

•	 Sense of smell of  cats and dogs: Superior to humans

•	  Super-tough glass: Inspired by mollusk shells

•	 Contact lens to help the visually impaired:  Using digital 
technology to form a picture of their physical surroundings.

•	 Bio-inspired Surface coatings: Even sticky-footed bugs can't 
cling to it.

with a penguin-inspired propulsion system that uses a novel spherical joint 
mechanism. Based on a penguin's shoulder-and-wing system, the mechanism 
features a spherical joint that enables three degrees of freedom and a fixed 
center of rotation.

 "Unlike an animal shoulder joint, however, this spherical joint ena-
bles unlimited rotational range about the main shaft axis like a propeller," 
Noca said.

To achieve this they needed to overcome the technical challenges of 
spherical joints, such as the lack of rigidity and the inability to gener-
ate high torques. To understand the challenge involved, just try lifting a 
10-pound weight on your hand with your arm extended.

The manner in which penguins swim is still poorly understood, aside 
from the technological perspective, according to Noca. "By accurately re-
producing an actual penguin wing movement, we hope to shed light on 
the swimming mysteries of these underwater rockets," he said.

The researchers maneuvered around these challenges by choosing a 
parallel robotic architecture for this type of mechanism, because it enables 
rigidity as well as high actuation frequencies and amplitudes.

And some submarine designer, somewhere, is paying close attention 
to this research,  as its outcome could pave way for a new generation of 
submarines.

Courtesy:www.penguinscience.com, http://www.newswise.com.
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A Quick Look
In this column we take a quick look at some books and articles in 

magazines which we consider noteworthy. As another item, we also give 
some expressions in English language which we come across during our 
journey through various publications of repute. The selection is based 
on brevity, simplicity and power of words in daily use (not requiring 
dictionary reference), style etc.

 Readers are also encouraged to send similar items to be included in 
future issues for the benefit of other readers. (ekl@knowledgelines.com) 

- Editorial Team

Catchy Express ions

•	 Past experience indicates that voters are unlikely to be swayed  by 
the current round of goodies the present government is doling out.

•	 Prospering in senior ranks is a matter of carefully combining work 
and home  so as not to lose themselves, their loved ones, or their 
foothold on success.

•	 Contrary to common belief, integrity of a firm is not a stable trait: 
Someone who has been fair and honest in the past won’t necessarily 
be fair and honest in the future.

	 Visible Light Communications: The Road to Standardization and 
Commercialization
White illumination LEDs, with their long lifetimes and energy efficiencies 

at least 10 times greater than incandescent bulbs, are being massively deployed 
in illumination applications. Visible light communication (VLC) networks 
modulate white LEDs at high rates to carry information in a way that is 
imperceptible to humans. Such communication networks solve the spectrum 
scarcity problem at RF, are inherently immune to RF interference, and are 
license-free worldwide. In addition, they inherit the energy efficiency of LED 
technologies. Indeed, current mobile devices already contain a plethora of 
optical components, which could be simply modified to be VLC receivers. As 
many of the 14 billion incandescent bulbs in use worldwide are converted to 
more energy-efficient LED lighting, a unique opportunity exists to augment 
them with communications and possible other capabilities.
Magazine: IEEE Communications December 2013

A r t i c l e s
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Books 
	Green Wizardry - Conservation, Solar Power, 

Organic Gardening, And Other Hands-On 
Skills From the Appropriate Tech Toolkit

 Author:  John Michael Greer
 Publisher: New Society Publishers

  Greer defines green wizards thus:  “individuals 
who are willing to take on the responsibility to learn, 
practice and thoroughly master a set of unpopular 
but valuable skills – the skills of the old appropriate 
technology movement – and share them with their 
neighbours when the day comes that neighbours are willing to learn”.

 Green Wizardry is part physics/chemistry lesson, part apocalyptic 
rant and part toolbox dusted off from the days before cheap energy. 
Greer believes that the First World economy driven by cheap fossil fuels 
shortly will be going off the rails for good, and the prudent among us 
should get busy preparing for a radical change in lifestyle.

	Medical Tourism: Why health care has failed to globalise
Just a decade ago, people used to look towards foreign shores to 

do a knee replacement, as it cost $34,000 in America where as it was 
$19,200 in Singapore, and a meagre $9,500 in Costa Rica. Patients 
could thus save  thousands by shopping in the global  health market. 
But scenario is changing for various reasons and the future of medical 
tourism may be domestic rather than long-haul.
Magazine: The Economist    February 15, 2014

	Lifted: A Cultural History of the Elevator
 Author: Andreas Bernard
 Publisher: NU Press

Before skyscrapers forever transformed the 
landscape of the modern cities, the conveyance that 
made them possible had to be created. Invented in 
New York in the 1850s, the elevator became an urban 
fact of life on both sides of the Atlantic by the early 
twentieth century. While  at first glance it may seem 
a modest innovation, it had wide-ranging effects, from fundamentally 
restructuring building design to reinforcing social class hierarchies by 
moving luxury apartments to upper levels, previously the domain of the 
lower classes. The cramped elevator cabin itself served as a reflection of 
life in modern growing cities, as a space of simultaneous intimacy and 
anonymity, constantly in motion.

 Bernard in Lifted takes the reader on a wonderful ride through the 
history of the elevator.
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Health Line

Developed countries are already facing obesity problem among the people. 
Growing prosperity in  Asian or Latin American countries also leads to the 
weight problem,  with its hefty consequences.  According to the WHO, over 
half the population in many industrialised nations is overweight, one in three 
people extremely so. Not only is high-calorie and fatty food a lifetime on the 
hips, backside and stomach; it also leaves traces in the blood, where various fats 
ingested via food circulate. Increased blood-fat values are also regarded as a risk 
factor for heart attacks and strokes.

Overweight and obesity are defined as abnormal or excessive fat 
accumulation that may impair health. Body mass index (BMI) is a simple 
index of weight-for-height that is commonly used to classify overweight and 
obesity in adults. It is defined as a person's weight in kilograms divided by the 
square of his height in meters (kg/m2).
The WHO definition is:
•	 a BMI greater than or equal to 25 is overweight
•	 a BMI greater than or equal to 30 is obesity.

BMI provides the most useful population-level measure of overweight and 
obesity as it is the same for both sexes and for all ages of adults. However, it 
should be considered a rough guide because it may not correspond to the same 
degree of fatness in different individuals.

Here are some key facts:
•	 Worldwide, obesity has nearly doubled since 1980.
•	 In 2008, more than 1.4 billion adults, 20 and older, were overweight. Of 

these over 200 million men and nearly 300 million women were obese.    
•	 35% of adults aged 20 and over were overweight in 2008, and 11% were 

obese.
•	 65% of the world's population live in countries where overweight and 

obesity kills more people than underweight.
•	 More than 40 million children under the age of five were overweight in 

2011.
•	 Obesity is preventable. 

Implantable Computer Chip
New Slimming Aid 
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Now,  scientists are developing  a weight loss  chip that could be implanted in 
an obese patient's arm to help them lose weight. The computer chip could prove to 
be a possible alternative to surgical interventions such as liposuction or gastric bands.

The research group headed by ETH-Zurich professor Martin Fussenegger 
from the Department of Biosystems Science and Engineering in Basel has now 
developed this early warning system and treatment: an implantable genetic cir-
cuit mainly composed of human gene components. On the one hand, it con-
stantly monitors the circulating fat levels in the blood. On the other hand, it has 
a feedback function and forms a messenger substance in response to excessively 
high blood-fat levels that conveys a sense of satiety to the body.

In order to construct this highly complex regulatory circuit, the biotech-
nologists skilfully combined different genes that produce particular proteins 
and reaction steps. They implanted the construct in human cells, which they 
then inserted into tiny capsules.

The researchers studied obese mice that had been fed fatty food. After the 
capsules with the gene regulatory circuit had been implanted in the animals 
and intervened due to the excessive levels, the obese mice stopped eating and 
their body weight dropped noticeably as a result. As the blood-fat levels also 
returned to normal, the regulatory circuit stopped producing the satiety signal.

“The mice lost weight although we kept giving them as much high-calorie 
food as they could eat,” says Fussenegger. The animals ate less because the im-
plant signalised a feeling of satiety to them. Mice that received normal animal 
feed with a five-per-cent fat content did not lose any weight or reduce their 
intake of food, says the biotechnologist.

 One major advantage of the new synthetic regulatory circuit is the 
fact that it is not only able to measure one sort of fat, but rather several 
saturated and unsaturated animal and vegetable fats that are ingested with 
food at once. However, this development cannot simply be transferred to 
humans. It will take many years to develop a suitable product. Nonethe-
less, the Swiss researchers hope that within five to ten years they will have a 
version the size of a coin that can be slipped under the skin of a slimmer’s 
arm.

 Fussenegger can certainly envisage that one day obese people with a 
body mass index of way over thirty could have such a gene network im-
planted to help them lose weight.  

(Source:https://www.ethz.ch,  http://www.who.int)
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Health Line 

Heimlich Maneuver 
A Life-saving First Aid

The Heimlich maneuver is an emergency technique for prevent-
ing suffocation when an  object gets lodged in the throat or wind-
pipe, blocking the airway.

In adults, a piece of food often is the culprit. Young children often 
swallow small objects. Because choking cuts off oxygen to the brain, 
administer first aid as quickly as possible.

The universal sign for choking is hands clutched to the throat. If the 
person doesn't give the signal, look for these indications:
•	 Inability to talk
•	 Difficulty breathing or noisy breathing
•	 Inability to cough forcefully
•	 Skin, lips and nails turning blue or dusky
•	 Loss of consciousness

If choking is occurring, the Red Cross recommends a "five-and-fi-
ve" approach to delivering first aid:
•	 Give 5 back blows. First, deliver five back blows between the per-

son's shoulder blades with the heel of your hand.
•	 Give 5 abdominal thrusts.  Perform five abdominal thrusts (also 

known as the Heimlich maneuver).
•	 Alternate between 5 blows and 5 thrusts  until the blockage is 

dislodged.
The American Heart Association doesn't teach the back blow tech-

nique, only the abdominal thrust procedures. It's OK not to use back 
blows, if you haven't learned the technique. Both approaches are ac-
ceptable.

To perform Heimlich maneuver  on someone else:
•	 Stand behind the person. Wrap your arms around the waist. Tip 

the person forward slightly.
• 	 Ma ke  a  f i s t  w i th  one  hand.  Position it slightly above the 

person's navel.
•	 Grasp the fist with the other hand. Press hard into the abdomen 

with a quick, upward thrust — as if trying to lift the person up.
•	 Perform a total of 5 abdominal thrusts, if needed. If the blockage 
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Health Line 

Integrated Circuits in Catheters  
To Limit Bacterial Colonization
A research team led by Ken Shepard, Professor of electrical and bio-

medical engineering at Columbia Engineering and Lars Dietrich, Asst. 
Professor of biological sciences at Columbia University, has demonstrated 
that  electronic chips, the basis of  computers and communications de-
vices, can be used for studying of signaling in bacterial colonies. Their new 
CMOS (complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor) chip   can electro-
chemically image the signaling molecules from these colonies spatially and 
temporally - In other words, chips that “listen” to bacteria.

This exciting application for CMOS technology  will provide new in-
sights into how biofilms form.  The chip  will ‘listen in’ on conversa-
tions taking place in biofilms. The scientists are proposing to use it to 
interrupt these conversations. A  potential application is  to integrate 
such chips into medical devices used in common sites of biofilm for-
mation, such as catheters, and then use the chips to limit bacterial 
colonization. “Disrupting biofilm formation has important implica-
tions in public health in reducing infection rates,” says Shepard.

 [For details: http://engineering.columbia.edu]

Never play with the feelings of others, because you may 
win the game but the risk is that you will surely lose the 
person for life time.

 - William Shakespeare

still isn't dislodged, repeat the five-and-five cycle.
To perform  (Heimlich maneuver on yourself:
First, if you're alone and choking, call  your local emergency num-

ber immediately. Then, although you'll be unable to effectively deliver 
back blows to yourself, you can still perform abdominal thrusts to 
dislodge the item.
•	 Place a fist slightly above your navel.
•	 Grasp your fist with the other hand and bend over a hard surface 

— a counter top or chair will do.
•	 Shove your fist inward and upward.

[For details: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kJDpr05zmB4,  
www.nlm.nih.gov,www.mayoclinic.org]
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Books Scan

Rural Design: A New Design Discipline
Author: Dewey Thorbeck, Professor of 
Architecture and Director, Center for Rural 
Design, University of Minnesota
Publisher: Routledge (Taylor & Francis Group)

Rural areas around the globe are undergoing 
profound change creating considerable challenges 
and stress for its residents and on the ecosystems 
upon which they depend. Rural design brings 
design thinking and the problem-solving process 
of design to rural issues.

Thorbeck proposes rural design as a new discipline with the potential 
to: help rural communities make land use, architectural, and aesthetic 
decisions that enhance their quality of life and the environment; connect social, 
artistic, cultural, technological, and environmental issues that create rural 
place; promote sustainable economic development for rural communities and 
improve human, livestock, crop, and ecosystem health; and integrate research 
and practice across the many disciplines involved in rural issues to meet rural 
needs, provide new data, and provoke new research questions.
Highlights of Contents:
Introduction
•	 Rural design: a new way of de-

sign thinking
•	 The Centre for Rural Design
Rural heritage
•	 Buildings for agriculture
•	 Indigenous people and the land
Rural character
•	 Rural policy
•	 Managing forces of change th-

rough rural design
•	 Contemporary working buil-

dings in rural landscapes
Regional vision
•	 Regional landscapes
•	 Regional thinking worldwide
Research foundation
•	 Sustainability challenge
•	 A new approach to rural issues
•	 Evidence-based rural design

Rural design strategies
•	 Rural outreach
•	 Case studies of the Center for 

Rural Design
Interdisciplinary connections
•	 Rural design and design thinking
•	 Urban/rural synergy
•	 Designing for food supply, food 

security, and health
Rural futures
•	 New design technologies
•	 Rural sustainability
•	 The International Organization 

for Rural Design
Epilogue
•	 Integrating buildings and land-

scapes
•	 Shaping rural futures

[Source: State Central Library, 
Trivandrum, India]
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Books Scan

22 Ideas to Fix the World: Conversations 
with the World’s Thinkers
Edited by: Piotr Dutkiewicz, political-
science professor at Carleton University, 
Ottawa, and Richard Sakwa, Prof. of Russian 
and European Politics, U of Kent.  
Publisher: New York U Press, Aug 2013

The aftershocks of the 2008 financial crisis 
still reverberate throughout the globe. Markets 
are down, unemployment is up, and nations from 
Greece to Ireland find their very infrastructure on the brink of collapse. In 
this book, in a series of conversational interviews, the editors and contribu-
tors explore the reforms that the world’s governance and market systems 
may need to take, and the social movements that might intervene in their 
place if they fail to act. The contributors include Nobel Prize winners—mi-
crocredit pioneer Mohammad Yunus and economist Joseph Stiglitz—and 
nearly two dozen recognized scholars of business, economics, political sci-
ence, and ecology from the United States, South America, Russia, Europe, 
Israel, Kazakhstan, and China. Each lends his expertise on such issues as 
global warming, economic turmoil, poverty and inequality, and efforts to 
win equal rights and opportunities for the world’s migrant and minority 
populations.

Speaking from a variety of perspectives, including economic, social, de-
velopmental, and political, the discussions here increase our understanding 
of what’s wrong with the world and how to get it right.

Contents:   
•	 Rethink The Nature Of Humanity -  Muhammad Yunus and Will Kym-
licka (Canada Research Chair in Political Philosophy, Queens U, Kingston)
•	 Transform How The Global Economy Works - Joseph Stiglitz (Uni-
versity Professor of Economics, Columbia U), Ha-Joon Chang (Faculty 
of Economics, U of Cambridge) and Jose Antonio Ocampo (Prof of Eco-
nomic and Political Development, Columbia U; former UN undersecre-
tary-general for economics and former finance minister of Colombia)
•	 Recognize Everyone Is Responsible For The Environment - Paul Watson 
(founder and president, Sea Shepherd Conservation Society),  Mike Da-
vis (Distinguished Prof of Creative Writing, U of California) and Olzhas 
Suleimenov (Kazakhstan representative to UNESCO; geologist, poet, and 
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IEEE Spectrum
For the Technology Insider
November 2013

writer), Vladimir Yakunin (founding president, World Public Forum “Di-
alogue of Civilizations”; head, Dept of State Politics, Lomonosov Moscow 
State U)
•	 Understand The Global Balance Of Power - Immanuel Wallerstein 
(former Distinguished Prof of Sociology and Head of the Fernand Braudel 
Center at Binghamton U; founder of world-systems analysis), Zygmunt 
Bauman (Emeritus Prof of Sociology, U of Leeds), Bob Deacon (Emeritus 
Prof of International Social Policy, U of Sheffield; advisor to World Bank, 
UNICEF, and UN), and Peter J. Katzenstein  (Prof of International Stud-
ies, Cornell U)
•	 Question The Role Of Democracy - Craig Calhoun  (Director, Lon-
don School of Economics and Political Science; former President, So-
cial Science Research Council; Distinguished Visiting Prof, NYU), Ivan 
Krastev (Chair, Centre for Liberal Strategies, Sofia, Bulgaria) and Fred 
Dallmayr (Prof of Philosophy and Political Science, U of Notre Dame; 
co-chair, World Public Forum “Dialogue of Civilizations”)
•	 Respond To The Economic Crisis  -  Manuel  F. Montes (Senior Advi-
sor, the South Centre, Geneva; former UN chief of development strate-
gies) and Political economists Shimshon Bichler (Israel) and Jonathan Nit-
zan (York U, Toronto)
•	 Make Development Possible  - Jomo Kwame Sundaram (former UN as-
sistant secretary-general for economic development), Kemal Dervis (vice presi-
dent for global economics and development, Brookings Institution), Vladimir 
Popov (Prof Emeritus, New Economic School, Moscow; advisor in UN Dept 
of Economic and Social Affairs) and Jiemian Yang (president, Shanghai Insti-
tutes for International Studies)
•	 Conclusion

Co-editor Richard Sakwa summarizes the contemporary crisis as one of 
the reproduction of social forms and ideas:
1. the reproduction of the future   
2. the reproduction of capitalism  
3. the reproduction of society  
4. how the institutions of global governance need to adapt to the new 

challenges  
5. the “end of the future” and the crisis in the reproduction of alternatives.

[Source: State Central Library, Trivandrum, India]
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Journals Scan

How to Create a Culture of Excellence
February- July 2014
Groundbreaking Ideas by Leading Management Experts
Selected Articles from Harvard Business Review

What makes a company exceptionally 
good at what it does? How does it stand out from 
the competition and attract top talent? Great 
products, solid strategies, and star employees, all 
make a difference, but what top-notch companies 
have that mediocre companies lack, is a culture of 
excellence - beliefs and behaviors demonstrated day in and day out that enable 
and inspire everyone in the organization to do their best.

There's no single plan for building this kind of culture. Instead, a 
combination of things can help develop the right systems-formal and informal-
and the positive atmosphere that will consistently support high performance. 
This issue of  Harvard Business Review OnPoint  takes a close look at some 
practices that work.

Highlights of Contents:
Leadership
•	 Leadership That Gets Results
•	 The Higher-Ambition Leader
•	 Are You a Good Boss - or a Great 

One?
•	 How the Best of the Best Get 

Better and Better
Organization
•	 What Really Works
•	 How Great Companies Think 

Differently
•	 Do You Have a Well-Designed 

Organization?
Teamwork
•	 The New Science of Building 

Great Teams
•	 Virtuoso Teams
Talent Management
•	 How to Hang On to Your High 

Potentials

•	 Designing High-Performance 
Jobs

Voices
•	 You Can't Dictate Culture, but 

You Can Influence It
•	 Fight the Nine Symptoms of 

Corporate Decline
•	 The Challenge of the Average 

Employee
•	 The Most Effective Strategies for 

Success
Best Practices
•	 Creating and Sustaining a Win-

ning Culture
•	 Culture as Communication
•	 How Toxic Colleagues Corrode 

Performance
•	 Cultivate a Culture of Confidence
Vision Statement
•	 High-Performance Office Space

[Source: EKL Knowledge Centre]
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Journals Scan

The Economist
February 8, 2014

Demand for good management is sprea-
ding to the emerging world and to the public 
and voluntary sectors. The number of business 
schools worldwide has increased from a hand-
ful a century ago to 12,000 institutions that 
now deliver some form of business education.

In every profession there are people who 
fail to practise what they preach: dentists with 
mouths full of rotten teeth, doctors who smoke 40 a day, accountants 
who forget to file their tax returns.                      

Business schools exist to teach the value of management. They impart 
some basic principles—like setting clear goals and managing risk. They also 
teach how dangerous the business world has become. The professors solemnly 
warn people that entire industries face powerful new forces and that com-
fortable incumbents are at the mercy of fast acting challengers. But when it 
comes to their own affairs, business schools flout their own rules and ignore 
their own warnings.

A  different  look  at management education  landscape is presen-
ted in this issue.
Some Other Contents:
•	 The global economy: The worldwide wobble
•	 Immigration: Barack Obama, deporter in chief
•	 China’s environment: A small breath of fresh air
•	 Organised crime: Dealing with the devil
•	 Crime and politics in Bangladesh: Bang bang club
•	 Manufacturing in Africa: An awakening giant
•	 Web addresses: The name game
•	 Microsoft’s new boss: Inside job
•	 The origins of man: Monkey business
•	 Pakistan and the Taliban: Jawing with the enemy  
•	 Crime and politics in Bangladesh: Bang bang club
•	 Global monetary policy:  Countervailing motion
•	 Gene therapy: Fixing a body’s broken genes is becoming possible
•	 Athletic enhancement: An obscure gas improves athletes’ 

performance
•	 Sexual Selection: A new study suggests a link between cyclists’ looks 

and their performance
•	 Bionics: An artificial hand that provides sensations to its user
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The Last Word
"Your mind will answer most questions if you learn to 

relax and wait for the answer."
- William S. Burroughs
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